THE UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY
SEEKS
ACADEMY PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

The United States Military Academy is accepting applications for multiple Academy Professor positions within the Department of Civil and Mechanical Engineering. The principal responsibility of each position will be to serve as a thread, group, or division leader within one of two nationally ranked civil and mechanical engineering programs. Additional responsibilities include academic leadership, scholarship, and teaching within one or more of the department’s disciplines. Specific duties will include teaching undergraduate courses; mentoring cadets; developing and supervising military and civilian faculty; leading academic programs, including curriculum development; serving on faculty committees; and conducting scholarly research. Dedication to excellence in teaching and a strong commitment to the intellectual, military, physical, and character development of cadets are essential requirements for this position. Applicants should hold a Ph.D. in one of the department’s disciplines at the time of appointment or be capable of completing a doctoral degree within three years of starting advanced civil schooling. This is a combined search to fill a Civil Engineering position(s), Mechanical Engineering position(s), and a Senior Aviation Position. The Senior Aviation Position is the Director of the Academic Flight Program and requires an Aerospace or Aeronautical Engineering Ph.D. and Army MOS/Skill (Aviator). Applicants for all Academy Professor positions should demonstrate a high capacity for continued intellectual development beyond the Ph.D. and possess an exemplary military record, including significant leadership experience and completion of advanced military schooling (Intermediate Level Education as a minimum). The preferred candidate has recent experience at higher-level planning and operating organizations. Minimum rank to apply is major.

Officers interested in applying for this position should contact Mr. Walter Rittger, Search Committee Secretary, United States Military Academy, West Point, New York 10996 by mail; email walter.rittger@westpoint.edu; commercial telephone (845) 938-3767; or DSN telephone 688-3767. Completed applications must be received no later than 7 October 2022.

The United States Military Academy is an Equal Opportunity, Affirmative Action Employer. Women and minority officers are encouraged to apply.